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Market economy is the contract economy, credit is the basis of all economic 
activities and the most fundamental of the market economy in an orderly manner .The 
market economy is also the credit economy. By the age of the Internet, credit is almost 
the soul of e-commerce. In this time, lack of personal credit has been seriously 
affected China's economic development. Some scholars use “Credit Crisis” to 
describe the status of the economic and social life. “Credit Crisis”is the key point to 
the healthy delevelopment of market economy. The basic means of solving  the 
problems of credit includes the individual credit checking（ICC）and promoting  the 
development of the market economy, which can ultimately be an effective approach to 
establish a credit society. And the establishment of a credit society contributes greatly 
to the development of the individual credit checking which calls for the construction 
of the legal system of the individual credit checking in our country. 
Today the ICC is just in the beginning in our country and we are facing lots of 
difficulties, so the present situation of the ICC is almost a gap. 
 This article first explains the concept of the credit in moral、 economic and 
legal perspective, and on this basis, defines the concept of  the individual credit and 
the ICC. The systems of  ICC in U.S.A, France andGermany are very detailed. These 
countries are called “credit checking countries”. These countries have different 
models in the ICC agencies＇ establishment and monitor because of the different level 
of the economic development and the social environment. Using them for reference 
will be very useful for the construction of the legal system of the ICC in our country. 
The ICC has made some practice in China, but there are also so many obstacles . 
Through using the external experience and domestic practice for reference, this 
chapter tries to determine the principles and the types of making the law of ICC in 
China and works out the  legal concept of  ICC rules and promotes the system. 
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第一章  个人信用征信的基础理论 
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第二节  个人信用征信的法学界定 
 
一、个人信用征信的涵义 
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